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good start, a willingness - even eagerness - to work beyond the call of duty, a 
sense of fair play, and a recognition of opportunities before and when they arrive. In 
other words, it is important to find a course and steer it." In these words James Rorimer 
once answered a request for "a formula for success." They sum up the deep sense of 
responsibility and efficiency that he brought to his position as director of the Metro- 
politan Museum. But his success encompasses more than leadership. 

The success of the director of a museum is often measured in statistics and acquisitions: 
we can say, for instance, that in the eleven years of his directorship, attendance and 
membership have all but doubled, exhibition areas have been increased by forty-two 
per cent, almost half the galleries have been renovated and reinstalled, and that new 
buildings for the library, Junior Museum, and service departments have been con- 
structed. We can say that works of art of the utmost importance have been purchased 
for the collections: among them, the Annunciation altarpiece by Robert Campin, the 
sixty-five Greek vases from the Hearst collection, the ivory cross from Bury St. Ed- 
munds, and, of course, Rembrandt's Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer. 

The scope of James Rorimer's accomplishments, however, lies far beyond these num- 
bers and lists. He once wrote: "A museum man must love works of art with a passion. 
And in so doing he wants to share his enthusiasms with others." This passion, this sharing 
shaped his influence. We print here words from his writings and speeches to convey some 
of the power of his enthusiasm, and three essays, spoken at the memorial service at The 
Cloisters a few days after his death, to mirror the response of his friends and associates. 

No formal statement can do full justice to his qualities of mind and heart, and we at 
the Museum can signify our admiration for James Rorimer in no more appropriate way 
than to determine to carry forward, with a distinction that would do him honor, his 
plans, his standards, and his goals. 

ARTHUR A. HOUGHTON, JR., Preszdent 
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or us svho worked with him, who were his companions at the Museum, it is impos- 
| sible to be here at The Cloisters and to realize that James Rorimer is gone. 
| Here, in this beautiful place that he created, his presence is everywhere alive. It is 
L here in these paintings, these statues, these tapestries, that we see and above all feel 

most vividly that extraordinary quality that was so very much his own: his love, his 
intensely sensitive feeling for a work of art in all its varied aspects. 

His eye was unerring in its Judgment of beauty and excellence. He added to this a 
R passionate interest in every detail, down to the most minute, of its composition, its 
| structure, its surface. When he examined something-a statue, an ivory, a piece of 

goldsmith's work, a painting-he made a contact with it that was so powerful, so 
immediate, that one felt he had exhausted its every possibility, that he possessed it 
completely. I shall never forget the brightness and penetration of his gaze, the sensi- 
tivity and sureness of his touch. He also had a capacity for painstaking and conscientious 

Ja oors research, which unfolded the whole of the object's history in relation to art and to 
ownership, correlating with it everything he had learned in a lifetime of looking and 
learning. The hunt for the answer to such a problem, no matter how complex, was a 
source of the keenest pleasure and satisfaction to him. 

James Rorimer's life was centered in the Metropolitan Museum. He came to it as a 
young man of twenty-two, directly from Harvard, and served it with complete dedi- 
cation until the day he died. Without reserve he gave it all of his great vitality and 
gifts. Its world-wide fame and its prestige today are largely due to him. 

He was passionately determined that the Museum should have the best that became 
available anywhere in the world. He had the ability to grasp an opportunity, to take 
action without a moment's hesitation. He was also capable of waiting, sometimes for 
years, for the opportunity to come. His discretion was proverbial. If obstacles stood in 
his way he was ready to make any honorable sacrifice to overcome them, no matter 
what the cost in time and energy. When he negotiated he outwitted his opponents with 
the skill of a chess player and the courage of a lion. But he was also diplomatic and 
charming, and attracted to the Museum prodigious gifts of works of art and money. 
Examples of his achievements shine out everywhere in our collections- the Unicorn 
tapestries, the Merode altarpiece, the Chalice of Antioch, Rembrandt's Aristotle, to 
mention but a few of the most extraordinary and magnificent. 

He had the vision to see exactly how great masterpieces would fit best into our vast 
and complex buildings and how their beauty and meaning could be most effectively 
communicated to our visitors. This can be seen in the exhibition of such widely differing 
material as the Greek vases, the monumental sculpture from China and the ancient 
Near East, and the French eighteenth-century furniture. This gift for sensitive show- 
manship had many facets, and it was combined with an understanding of architecture 
that made it possible to adapt successfully the choir screen from Valladolid and the 
Blumenthal Patio to completely foreign surroundings, and to create these Cloisters, 
which are a monument of taste, of judgment, and of restraint. His success can be mea- 
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sured by the Museum's attendance, which increased by millions during his years as 
director. 

These are the outward manifestations of his talents. There was another side, not 
visible lo the outside world. It was the human aspect of his work, his relationship to us 
who worked with him on the Museum's staff. His leadership was evident everywhere. 
Each one of us, however small his position, always felt that he was interested in what 
we were doing and that his sharp eye would see and judge the quality of our work. The 
measure of his participation in what we did is devastatingly provided by the dreadful 
emptiness we feel today. 

He took a personal interest in everyone, particularly in the young, whom he espe- 
cially enjoyed. He himself was always full of fresh ideas that he liked to discuss with 
them. They in turn have learned and profited from his vast experience. His constant 
eSorts to attract them to the Museum and to oSer opportunities for training and 
travel have given us one of the youngest curatorial groups in our history. 

James Rorimer, unlike most men, does not fit into any classification. He was unique. 
In our profession, which is new, hardly fifty years old, he will long stand out as one of 
those who gave it form, and he will be a model for future generations. 

He has left an indelible mark on this Museum and on this great city. But the deepest 
mark is in the minds and hearts of those who worked with him. The spirit we knew, 
the radiation of his personality will always be with us as a part of everything we do. 
All our hearts go out to his family in their tragic loss. We feel they are as much a part 
of the Museum as he was. As for me, I know that every time I look at a work of art 
and struggle with the problems it presents, I will think of him and realize how much 
I valued his advice and how much I miss his friendship. 

T HEODORE Rouss EAU, Curator of European Pazntzngs 

loday, a7ith us, in all the museums of the world, and every place where Art is a high 
human value, there are people who share our sorrow and measure the importance of the 
man they have just lost. James Rorimer disappears like a combatant of the advance 
guard in this struggle that Humanity is pursuing for the progress of the arts and of 
culture. \\le find the meaning of this combat first in this thought of Emerson: "Art is 
the need to create.... Nothing less than the creation of man and nature is its end." 
And a recent remark by Andre Malraux on the vocation of the contemporary museum 
completes the thought of the great American philosopher: "The treasure of the ages, 

(Q) Fred Mayer 
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the living past . . . does not consist of works that happen to have survived by accident, 
but of works that bear in themselves, like a phosphorescence, that power of survival 
by which they speak to us. The masses do not choose their fantasies, and we choose our 
museums much less than we suppose. But confronting the great shapeless dream surging 
out of the unconscious of crowds, with its imperious demons, its childish angels and 
cheap heroes, stand the only forces as powerful as they, and that we acknowledge only 
by their victory over death." 

More than a century separates these two texts. Now, during this period, some men 
(it does not matter what countries they are from) have patiently, obstinately worked 
toward the realization of this ideal. They have incarnated this new idea of the museum; 
they have been in their life, in their actions, in their thoughts, the museum itself; these 
few men have passionately served at the same time their countries and Humanity; in 
their places they have changed the shapes of civilization and given to all men new 
chances for happiness and creation. James Rorimer - we knew it yesterday, we know it 
even more today- belongs to this small cohort of men who have profoundly changed 
the relations between human societies and the arts, and who have made of the museum, 
for a country and for the entire world, at the same time a mirror and a center of radi- 
ance. And it is enough for me to evoke James Rorimer going through his museum 
with friends from everywhere, with colleagues, with statesmen. You felt then, under 
his gaze and by his voice, the Museum take on a new dimension and a new life. James 
knew-even more profoundly, he felt- that a museum does not reach its veritable 
significance until it radiates naturally; this is why the Metropolitan Museum has become 
one of those places where Humanity recognizes itself in its universal values and hopes. 
And James Rorimer, in his ardor, in his enthusiasm, in the keenness of daily struggles, 
has given to his museum, in a natural way, this planetary dimension, which everyone 
recognizes in it today, in Paris or London, in Rome or Moscow, in Tokyo, Dakar, or 
Rio de Janeiro. 

Why? First because James carried in him this idea of the Museum; he was the Mu- 
seum itself. And during these years when I have had the chance on numerous occasions 
to work with him, I have discovered in him two forces that constantly carried him 
along in the overactive life he led: the love of artistic objects and the need to communi- 
cate with others. He loved the objects for themselves, and not merely for his museum. 
He is among those who-and that will also remain one of these titles for posterity- 
fought to protect works from that destruction that threatens fatally every human 
creation. And this is why in I943 he joined the American Army, and became Chief of 
the Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives Section of the Seventh Army. He thus saved 
an incalculable number of works of art, and Europe will always be grateful to him for 
this. I also remember having more than one time glanced through with him that book 
he was so proud of, because it revealed in a way his raison d'etre- Survival: The Salvage 
and Protection of Afrt in War. This love and respect for objects was accompanied by a 
stirring sense of human relations. He was an ardent combatant led by an ideal, and 
conscious of working both for his country and for the universal cause of mankind. But 
at the same time he had a wonderful sense of friendship; he knew that a great human 
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work is not only the product of a man or of a team, but of a sort of general accord. And 
this is w7hy, and I am here to testify to it, James Rorimer was loved and respected; we 
all had proof of this, here in New York and in this very place, during the ICOM 
reunion (International Council of Museums); he was the natural center of this meeting. 

James Rorimer will remain thus in our memory, his work being inseparable from 
what he was in himself and in the radiance of his personality. All the museums in the 
world are thinking today of their lost friend and feel themselves in mourning with the 
Metropolitan N4useum. The loss is the same for all of us, for our work is a common one; 
and it will remain so in following the example of James Rorimer. He held a great place 
among us. I he essential for tomorrow is to remain loyal to his idea of universal and 
human comlllunion with Beauty. 

E D O U A R D M O R O T - S I R, C,ultural Counselor to the French Embassy 
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Photography in the Fine Arts 

T 
n doing honor to the memory of James J. Rorimer we do but justice to the worth of 

his ideas and accomplishments, all encompassed within a firmly established philosophy 
of art viewed in history, that is the past, and society, that is the present. He knew well 
that the instant response, however popular, paled beside the measured and patiently 
developed reply. Steeped in history, he cultivated the virtues of patience and direction. 
Possessed by the grasp of quality and connoisseurship, he knew and measured the worth 
of man's visible heritage, and determined, in the midst of constant change and diminu- 
tion, to preserve and enhance that heritage so that it might be visible to anyone with 
eyes to see. 

This was not easy in an age obsessed by change and by the tyranny of the new. 
Before the American Association of Museums on May 2I, I958 he dared to define 
artistic activity with the Aristotelian phrase, "a certain productive state of mind under 
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the guidance of true reason," and to demand that only the best was good enough for 
habitues of an art museum. His secret and relentless pursuit of quality established 
standards that are, and will be, the envy of all who seriously care about what is to be 
seen in a museum of art. The highest professional standards of selection, display, and 
elucidation were constantly, even obsessively, his concern; and the results are to be 
seen in the reaches of that greatest of all American art museums, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and at their purest, most compelling, and serene, in his beloved 
Cloisters where today we meet in lonely sadness. 

The Cloisters is the perfect expression of James Rorimer's great contribution to our 
lives. It was his creation, his dearest treasure, his unique vision of a union of history, 
art, and nature that has given so much to all of us- knowledge and, even better, pure 
delight. He proved that, given enough money, time, patience, taste, knowledge, and 
good fortune, one could creatively display the best of the Middle Ages in an alien 
climate and environment so that one believed - was convinced of-its truth. Foreign 
skeptics were put to rout-even better, converted. One can truthfully say that The 
Cloisters reversed the line of giving from the Old World to the New, and gave to the 
lands of its origin a museum standard, a new benchmark to be envied, emulated, 
and, more rarely, equaled. 

I cannot but think of Suger, abbot of St. Denis from I I22 to I I5I . His book account- 
ing for his administration might well be considered an anticipation of James Rorimer's 
direction of The Cloisters and of the Metropolitan Museum. He wrote, "We summoned 
the best painters I could find from different regions, and reverently caused these walls 
to be repaired.... I completed this all the more gladly because I had wished to do it, 
if ever I should have an opportunity, even while I was a pupil at school." And later, 
"Solomon's riches could not have sufficed for his Temple any more than did ours for 
this work had not the same Author of the same work abundantly supplied his attend- 
ants. The identity of the author and the work provides a sufficiency for the worker. 

"In carrying out such plans my first thought was for the concordance and harmony of 
the ancient and the new work. By reflection, by inquiry, and by investigation through 
different regions of remote districts we endeavored to learn where we might obtain 
marble columns or columns the equivalent thereo£" And even so did James Rorimer in 
transforming a curious and romantic ruin on these heights into this consummate work 
of art. 

If his humor was reserved for private and intimate occasions, his seriousness did him 
credit in a metier much given to entertainment. Indeed this seriousness was his finest 
psychological contribution to his colleagues everywhere. Works of art and art museums 
meant everything to him and they were rightly demanding of the most tenacious and 
strenuous efforts of muscle, mind, and heart. The Metropolitan must be not merely 
the largest, but the best - and so it was. 

He left no great tomes of written scholarship, but something more difficult and 
rewarding. I cannot but think of him, whether at the farm of Bigsbluff, or in the 
mezzanine offices of the Metropolitan, or here in the tower retreat of The Cloisters, 
in the image of the gardener in Richard Wilbur's poem "He Was"- 
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. . . For all I heard 
Of all his labors, I can now recall 
Never a single word 
Until he went in the dead of fall 
To the drowsy underground, 
Having planted a young orchard with so great care 
In that last year that none was lost, and May 
Aroused them all, the leaves saying the land's 
Praise for the livening clay, 
And the found voice of his buried hands 
Rose in the sparrowing air. 

SHERMAN E. L EE, Dzrector, The Cle?veland Mu.^eum of z4rt 

Alfred Eisenstaedt, LIFE Magazine 
(P) Time Inc. All Rights Reserved 
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JAMES J. RORIMER 

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, September 7,I905 

Married Katherine Newton Serrell, I942. Children: Anne Newton; Louis 
Died in New York City, May II,I966 

A.B. Harvard University, I927 

Assistant, Department of Decorative Arts, I927-I929 

Assistant Curator, Department of Decorative Arts, I929-I932 

Associate Curator, Department of Decorative Arts, I932-I934 

Curator, Department of Medieval Art, I934-I955 

Director of The Cloisters, I949-I966 

Director and Trustee, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, I955-I966 

United States Army, I943-I946 

Private in the Infantry 
Lieutenant and Captain for the Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives Section, in 

Normandy, Paris, and Germany 
Chief of the Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives Section, Seventh Army, Western 

Military District 
Decorations: 

Bronze Star, I945 

European Theatre Ribbon (4 battle stars), I944-I945 

Croix de Guerre (Silver Star), I945 

Member of the Legion of Honor, I947 

Officer of the Legion of Honor, I957 

Medaille de Moliere, I955 

Dutch Treat Club, I955 

L.H.D. Western Reserve University, I956 

LL.D. Union College, I957 

D.F.A. Hamilton College, I957 

New York Board of Trade Citation, I957 

Handel Medal (New York City), I959 

Elsie de Wolfe Award (American Institute of Decorators, New York Chapter), I960 

Cross of the Commander of the Order of the Dannebrog (Denmark), I960 
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Ohioana Career Medal, I962 

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of America Award for Cultural Leadership, I962 

St. Nicholas Society Medal of Merit, I963 

D.F.A. Adelphi College, I963 

Greater New York Fund Award of Merit, I963 

D.F.A. New York University, I964 

Officer in the Order of Arts and Letters of the French Government, I964 

Bronze Medallion of the City of New York, I965 

University School Graduate Award, Cleveland, I965 

Advisory Council for Department of Art and Archaeology, Columbia University 
Art Advisory Committee, Dartmouth College, I960 

Board of Advisors, Dumbarton Oaks 
Harvard Overseer's Committee, to visit Department of Fine Arts and Fogg Art 

Museum, I956-I963 

Institute of Fine Arts Advisory Committee, New York University 
Visiting Committee for the Visual Arts, Western Reserve University, I964 

American Association of Museums (Chairman, Art Technical Section, I948; Council 
Member, I956-I962) 

Asia Society (Trustee, I956; Executive Committee, I957) 

Association of Art Museum Directors (Executive Committee, I963) 

City of New York: Art Committee, Salute to Seasons (Chairman); Consular Corps, 
Hospitality Committee, Mayor's Reception Committee; Committee I964 World's 
Fair; Advisory Committee on Art to the Office of Design, Construction and Physical 
Plant of the Board of Education, I963; Citizen's Advisory Committee to New York 
City Office of Cultural Affairs, I963 

Cleveland Institute of Art (Advisor) 
Cultural Institutions Group of New York City (Chairman, I962-I963) 

Fund of the Republic (Juror for Robert Sherwood Television Award, I956-I959) 

International Council of Museums (Vice-President, Executive Committee, I962-I965; 

President, United States National Committee for ICOM, I965-I966) 

International Center of Romanesque Art (Honorary Chairman) 
Medieval Academy of America (Councillor, I955; Executive Committee, I957-I958) 

Museum of the City of New York (Ex-oEcio Trustee, I955) 

Museums Council of New York City (Chairman I950-I95I) 

Commissioners Advisory Committee on Museum Resources, New York State Museums 
Association (Vice-President, I96I) 

Swedish Royal Academy of Letters, History, and Antiquities (Foreign Corresponding 
Member) 

Advisory Committee on Cultural Information, United States Information Agency 
United States National Committee for the Preservation of Nubian Monuments 
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Accademia delle Arti del Disegno, Florence 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (Fellow) 
American Academy of Political and Social Sciences 
American Federation of Arts 
American Geographical Society (Fellow) 
American Institute of Architects (Honorary) 
American Institute of Decorators (Honorary) 
American Society of the French Legion of Honor 
Archaeological Institute of America 
Architectural League of New York (Honorary) 
Art and Antique Dealers League (Honorary) 
Botanical Society of New York 
Century Association 
Cleveland Museum of Art (Fellow for Life) 
College Art Association of America 
Fifth Avenue Club 
France-America Society 
French Institute in the United States 
Grolier Club 
Haj ji Baba Club (Honorary) 
Harvard Club 
International Institute of Conservation 
National Council of United States Art 
National Sculpture Society (Honorary) 
New-York Historical Society (Associate) 
Pierpont Morgan Library (Fellow) 
Societe Frangaise d'Archeologie 

BOOKS BY MR. RORIMER: 

Ultra-Vzolet Rays and Thezr Use zn the Examznatzon of Worts of Afrt, I93I 

24 Guzde to the Collections (Medieval Section), I934 

The Clozsters - The Buzldzng and the Collectzon of Medzeval Afrt, I938 (third revised 
edition, I962) 

The Unzcorn Tapestrzes, I938 (revised edition, I943) 

Medzeval Jewelry, I940 

Medzeval Monuments at The Clozsters - Af s They Were and Af s They Af re, I94I 

The Unzcorn Tapestrzes at The Clozsters, I945 (revised edition, I962) 

Medz'eval Tapestrz'es, I947 

Survzval: The Salvage and Protectzon of Afrt zn War, I950 

The Nz'ne Heroes Tapestrz'es at The Clozsters, I953 
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The Ford Foundation 

I'm going to have fun in this job because I like worts of art. 
On being appointed Director, The New Yort Times, 

August 4, I955 

A!rt tnows no boundaries, and culture is one of the strongest 
lints between civilized men. 

The New Yort Times Magazine, March I I, I 956 

A! fuller understanding of beauty comes from a tnowledge of 
man's past artistic accomplishments. Never before has there 

been so unz'versal a desirefor this tnowledge and understand- 
ing. Discrimination can be learned, and as never before our 
educational processes are at wort toward this end. Our public 
is quict to recognize the beauty of a stained-glass window, a 
unicorn in captivity in a tapestry, or a Rembrandt portrait; 
but the appeal of art, beyond illustration or function, grows 
with time, information, and concentration. 

Address at Union College, February 25, I957 

To examine a painting with X ray alone and then not loot at 

it again is madness. You must begin and end with the wort 
of art ztself; 

Interview with Beverly Wolter, Winston-Salem Journal, 
April 20, I 963 



When I graduatedfrom school I was asked to take a 
part in helping plan and build The Cloisters in Fort 
Tryon Part. 

Our patron had been to Kenilworth Castle ruins in 
England, and had authorized a f rm of respected archl 
tects to design, with the Hudson River as background, a 
setting in stone in which could be reunitedfragments of 
south French and Spanish architectural elements-the 
old Romanesque stones that had been arranged picto- 
rially in the old Cloisters by George Grey Barnard in 
I9I3. It was to be an architectural ensemble reminiscent 
of the pseudo-medieral architecture of the 4merican 
college campus. For a moment I thought that I would 
prefer an assemblage offragments reminiscent of Pira- 
nesi's vzews of ancient Rome. A!nd then some of my 
younger architect friends, contemporaries at the time, 
urged that we hare a modern buildlng with all the 
freshness and functionalism of the Bauhaus school of 
thought. 

Young as I was at the time, I summoned up my 
courage, and though until then my part in the planning 
of The Cloisters had been of an extra pair of hands to 
keep the blueprints and sketches from rustling as they 
were processed across the conference table, it was pos- 
sible to inject the idea that a new architect be in2Jited to 
study the problem of how The Cloisters should loot. 

When the prospecti2ve donor saw the models after 
two-and-a-half quiet years de2voted to model building, 
he asked, "Is this the way The Cloisters will loot?" 
With some hesitancy I replied, "No, Mr. Rockefeller, 
this is the way it could loot zf you wanted it to." 

Address at the Parsons School of Design, May 26, I 962 

The simplicity of the building grew out of a desire to 
show these examples of Romanesque and Gothic archi- 
tecture and architectural details, together with tapestries, 
sculpture, furniture, and metalwort, in uncluttered and 
unconfused surroundings. By purposely not placing ob- 
jects here and there for the sake of obtaining dubious 
decorati2ve effects, it has been possible to a2void the tinds 
of settings that ha2ve made many pri2vate houses, and 
e2ven museums, the anathema of some of our contem- 

Photographs taken by Mr. Rorimer of the future site of The Cloisters 
in Fort Tryon Park, I933, and The Cloisters in I946 
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poraries. So also reconditioning the exhibits themsel2ves 
has been a2voided wherezoer possible.... We wanted to 
show the rarious treasures in such a way that they would 
be looked atfor their intrinsic 2values rather than for new 
arrangements imposed upon them by romantic archi- 
tects and craftsmen. Truthful, archaeological reconstruc- 
tions burdened with a mininlunl of artistic inventiveness 
were sought for whene2ver there was a choice. 

Medieral Monuments at The Cloisters- A!s They Were 
and A!s They Af re, I 94 I 

If I were to hare nzy choice of any medie2val museum in 
Europe or The CloistersS with our 2view and whole de- 
2velopment, my decision would be clear. I think the pub- 
lic would beneft snost from what we'2ve built up here. 

Interviesv for Time, July 28, I 955 

Acme Special Services 



I followed Goering all the way from Normandy to 
Austria. We started out to preserve monuments and to 
promote better relations. We ended up catchzng thieves 
and their loot. 

I got to Paris on liberation day, andfrom that day 
forward I had to keep my eyes and ears open trying to 
Jind what big and little looters had taken. 

Whenever I got to a new place the;%irst thzng I poked 
into was the incinerator. More often than not there'd be 
revealing records in it. 

I used to let the air out of my bicycle tires and pretend 
to have a puncture in front of the house of Goering's art 
buyer in Paris and eavesdrop. 

But the best sources in the beginning were the records 
kept by the French museum people and by members of 
the underground. 

Of course it was more fun, zffun it can be called, to 
go after individual items, but we usually dealt with salt 
mines and trains full of looted art. 

cue, July 5, I 947 

[In the castle of Neuschwanstein] we were guided to a 
hidden thict steel door; this one locked with two keys. 
Inside there were two large chests of world-famous 
Rothschildyewels and box upon box ofyewel-encrusted 
metalwort. There were also rare manuscripts and more 
than a thousand pieces of silver from the David-Weill 
and other collections. 

Survival: The Salvage and Protection of A!rt in War, I 950 

Army Signal Corps 
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I still Iove my old farm, though nothing comes up the 
way you plan it. It is always a challenge. Whileyou sit 
on the porch you have tnown for JEfty years and loot 
upon the hills andfields waitingfor the next hurricane, 
leat in the pool, or weeds in the tennis court, it is still 
home. Even zf they do put a six-lane highway right 
through it, there are still tulzp trees and hemlocts. 

Town and Country, I 96 I 

In my profession it is said that you cannot be a good 
director without likingfood and tnowing about it. Both 
my predecessor in ofMice and I wanted to coot our own 
farorite dishes for the openings. I hare eren wondered 
whether a gourmet could be a gourmet without being a 
gourmand - most museum administrators are portly, or 
at least always dieting. 

Address at the Food Editors Dinner, October 5, I960 

Photographs: top, Anne N. Rorimer; center, A1 Wegener for 
The New Yort Times; below, Ben Martin for Time 



* ll ! i.ia Don't buy worts of art unlessyou enjoy them and then 

E fJ Z 4 F wanhto hav h g Y d Y b P 

w J | of art at home or zn the Museum and thlnA of it in terms tJs 01 of price - past, present, or future. It has a message from X 0;;gX J zts perzod, from zts creator, a meanzng for me, and per- 

haps one that others know and I am yet to discorer. 
Hindsight, foresight are wonderful, but for a collector 

l l, the riewing of aJine wort of art is the present, or, as the 

R x Address before The North ( olina State Art Society, 

[ a | What a pity that neithe aste nor tnowledge alone suf- 

_ al 11 1 _ fice, even zf one has the necessary wherewzthal to pay 
_ 1= _ one's bills. No, one must have eagerness, or call it en- 

-| - thuszasm, and it must be tempered with restraint. We 

_; . . .X ................ 
A t_ 

_ l i0: - .... must havejudgment, but without the narrow limitations 

of the scholar who istryingto know more and more about 
less and less. One must also have the breadth of the 
scholar who 1S trymg to tnow m ore and m ore about 

t more and more. In other words, the more of yourself 

^ yots g . zf , ,,., , ) > n gre thc aftlttX 

i_ than twenty years to flush a walting treasure from Its 

:1k k + f .: rer >X SozX Izate i. zc 0 r > M *A.o' 

have, then perhaps relating them to your home or your 
museum, and then to your guests and to the public. 

|! - lg Address before The North Carolina Statc Art Society, 

E st*Sjjj ;-[ 

The photographs on this page _ 1jll If a wonderful object comes along, we should get It 

were taken during the auction of _ gXg;Ag;_ even zf we are strong there. I'd rather see a masterpzece 
Rembrandt's Aristotle Contem- _, 0; _ by an artist already represented in the collection than a 
plating the Bust of Homer. _u_ second-rate picture by a painter who isn't. 
Upper right, by Ben Martin for 
Time- others, by Steve Schapiro __ Interview with Aline B. Saarinen, The New Yort Times 
for Black Star __ Magazine, August I4, I955 



The collections come f rst - the objects, the paintings. We must make these objects intelligible 
to the public. We must make them intelligible eren zf that calls for a smoting room here and 
there in this great building corering four city blocts. Or if it calls for a good restaurant. 

We don't want the public to thint a risit to the museum is a painful ordeal. If more decent 
toilets make it easier to see Titians, let's hare more decent toilets. 

With accessibility to our objects comes understanding. Somehow art on a pedestal must be 
brought nearer to the risitor. If we take our collections for granted, we rist becoming a static 
museum, but there's such a thing as too busy a program. We mustn't be all things to all 
people. We must decide what we can oXer best to our public. 

Interview with W. G. Rogers, The Sun, Baltimore, November I5, I959 

The J\lew Sork Wimes 

Running good museums involves more than good housekeeping, howerer important that may 
be. Without the careful piecing together of man's history by the scholar, the showman can 
at best captivate his audience for only a little while. We hare eren greater needfor careful 
scholarship in the museums of the United States than erer before; the needfor trained con- 
serrators and restorers is likewise all-important for the actual preserration of our artistic 
bounties. It is far easier to find a purchaser for a temporarily fashionable painting, than 
funds for its selection, publication, and conserration. 

Address at The Cleveland Museum of Art, March 4, I958 

'When the installation becomes more important than the objects to be shown, the museum 
deszgner hasfailed in tAe principal requirements of a museum - the showing to best adrantage 
of its worts of art. 

Notes for a speech, April 22, I960 
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This passage from Sn Afrt Museum for the People by Frank Jewett Mather 
was kept by Mr. Rorimer in his file of working papers: 

My successor must serve not only my public but his own. If he finds 
worthy of the galleries many objects which I have kept in the study depart- 
ment, why, so much the better. His taste ought to be better than mine, his 
public more enlightened than that of to-day. Indeed, the strength of this 
kind of a museum is that it responds sensitively to the best contemporary 
taste, giving each generation what it is most prepared to appreciate. Because 
we realize the relativity of our own judgments we alienate nothing but 
duplicates. We are unwilling to tie the hands of those to come. And pre- 
cisely in the flexibility you note lies our advantage over the merely archae- 
ological museums. Their classification is abstract, impersonal, rigid, with 
the result that at any one time half their galleries are dead as regards the 
people. We have no dead galleries. 

6 
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